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The battle against evil in all its forms must be pressed unsparingly; we must pursue the 
enemy, in politics, in economics, in science, in ethics - everywhere, in every field, we 
must pursue relentlessly. But when we have singled out the enemy... we must meet the 
foe head-on, girt in the Gospel armor.1 

 
 In The Uneasy Conscience of Modern Fundamentalism, Carl F. H. Henry penned a 

stinging critique of conservative American Christianity. Lamenting how fundamentalism had 

evaporated social concern and humanitarianism from the Gospel, Henry anticipated a “new 

reformation” of “Pentecostal fire” in a new, evangelical movement.2 A controversial political 

and social indictment, Henry’s polemic would become a major formative voice in what 

would eventually be known as evangelicalism. 

 More than five decades after he penned these words, Henry’s words may still evoke a 

reaction. It would be a drastic overstatement to suggest that evangelicalism has unanimously 

heeded Henry’s battle cry. Not only has political responsibity remained highly contentious, 

but there has been considerable division amongst evangelicals in eschatological vision, the 

ultimate question of where we are going.3 This ambiguous legacy has been exacerbated by a 

shift in mainline discussion towards the political implications of eschatology, exemplified by 

the works of Jurgen Moltmann and Wolfhart Pannenberg.4 Numerous challenges have also 

been sparked by theologies of liberation concerned with environmental, economic, and 

gender issues. Eschatology, once secondary to soteriological and ecclesiological issues, has 

become a major aspect of any Christian understanding of politics. 

  In this essay, I will explore the relationship of evangelical eschatological attitudes 

towards social and political concerns. The intimate and complex relationship between 

                                                             
1 Carl F. H. Henry, The Uneasy Conscience of Modern Fundamentalism (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1947), 86. 
2 Ibid., 89. 
3 Donald Bloesch comments on the vociferous nature of the debate in Essentials of Evangelical Theology, 
Volume II: Life, Ministry, and Hope, Prince Press edition (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1978), 189. 
4 Evangelicals who look to Moltmann include Richard Bauckham; those who look to Pannenberg include 
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ecclesiology and millennialism will form the focus of this discussion.5 Three ecclesiological 

traditions which lend different flavours to evangelical political and eschatological hopes.6 

Evangelicals indebted to Reformation traditions maintain a more positive relationship 

between the church and political structures, and tend to avoid eschatological discussion.7 

Those evangelicals of free church traditions often view political involvement with suspicion, 

and emphasize an eschatology which is personal, future, and event-oriented. Finally, 

evangelicals which look to radical Anabaptist traditions have pressed for an understanding of 

the church as an eschatological protest to reigning political structures. Because the makeup of 

evangelicalism predominantly lies within the first two traditions, particular consideration will 

be given to thinkers within these camps. I will conclude each section with an assessment of 

its strengths and weaknesses. 

 

REFORMATION TRADITIONS 

 A realistic political stance and a predominantly futuristic eschatology is especially 

linked with various strands of the Reformation tradition.8  While some have adopted a 

postmillennial eschatology, most have adopted an amillennialism which readily accompanies 

                                                                                                                                                                                             
Stanley J. Grenz. See ensuing discussion for more on these respective thinkers. 
5 For a sense of the political implications of millenarianism, for example, Stanley J. Grenz points out how each 
millennial view points to a fundamental “conviction concerning the flow of history,” in The Millennial Maze: 
Sorting Out Evangelical Options (Downers Grove: IVP, 1992), 184ff.  
6 This point is somewhat analogous to Grenz’s “Optimism, Pessimism, and Realism” chapter in The Millennial 
Maze, pp. 175-196. While Grenz’s designations are helpful, they do not emphasize this ecclesiological 
connection. Both amillenial and postmillennial strategies tend to correspond to Reformed traditions, and the 
“pessimism” of premillenial thought does not seem to adequately account for Mennonite thought.   
7 Interestingly enough, Henry exempts those “alert to their Reformational lineage in John Calvin” from his 
polemic. The Uneasy Conscience of Fundamentalism, 18.   
8 By Reformation tradition, I mean those traditions which have emerged with a sympathetic relationship to state 
powers: Anglican/Episcopalian, mainline Presbyterian and Reformed traditions, and to a lesser extent, 
Lutherans. 
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the ecclesiology of two existing kingdoms.9 While optimism and pessimism are both 

expressed in most Reformation traditions, these traditions display a general willingness to 

work within political structures to enact change.  

 A popular Reformed vision of culture and eschatology is Charles Colson’s How Then 

Shall We Live? In this book, the former presidential aide argues that this is a time in which 

Christians may “boldly and confidently recommit to engaging contemporary culture with a 

fresh vision of hope.”10 Colson notes that “the hope for today’s world is a renewed and 

vibrant spiritual order,”11 and extends these virtues of the Christian worldview into science, 

politics, and broader culture. The whole of Colson’s tome represents a practically oriented, 

optimistic political outlook which looks for Christianity to prevail here and now. 

 Donald Bloesch provides a more formal example of eschatological tendencies of 

Reformation traditions. Bloesch spends a remarkable portion of his ecclesiology considering 

the model of two kingdoms.12 He remarks that the Bible teaches that the church “is an island 

of light in a sea of darkness, but its light is spreading.”13 As he surveys the two kingdom 

model throughout church history, he notes how John Calvin “saw the state as a means by 

which people show their calling to lives of servanthood.”14 While Bloesch is cautious to 

distance himself from these tendencies, he concludes that Christians are used by the Spirit “in 

extending and furthering the kingdom in this world.”15 Bloesch adopts amillennialism as the 

                                                             
9 Alister McGrath rightly notes the connection between the corporate eschatological tradition and Augustine’s 
City of God, which views the current times as an intermediate period. Christian Theology: An Introduction 
(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1994), 467. Interestingly enough, McGrath does not even discuss the millenium.  
10 Charles Colson with Nancy Pearcey, How Now Shall We Live? (Wheaton: Tyndale, 1999), ix.  
11 Ibid., 37. 
12 Bloesch, Essentials of Evangelical Theology, Volume II, 131-154. 
13 Ibid., 134. 
14 Ibid., 140. 
15 Ibid., 151.  
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best exegetical understanding of Revelation 20.16 But it is a cautious amillennialism; he sees 

the doctrine susceptible to “church imperialism” and tendencies towards making the kingdom 

“primarily other-worldly.”17 Although Bloesch is cautious to avoid the extremes of his 

tradition, his eschatology demonstrates tendencies towards political optimism. 

 Richard Bauckham stands as a more radical shift away from the eschatologies of 

Bloesch and Colson. Conversing with Jurgen Moltmann and Jewish apocalypticism, 

Bauckham combines eschatological imagination with a recognition of the current reign of 

evil and injustice. In The Theology of the Book of Revelation, Bauckham argues that the 

church always “lives in the tension of imminence and delay.”18 This tension is exacerbated by 

the competing vision of the oppressive Roman regime which leaves two choices: “either one 

shares Rome’s own ideology... or one sees it from the perspective of heaven.”19 In this light, 

John juxtaposes Jewish militaristic expectation and Messianic sacrificial fulfillment to 

demonstrate how God has begun to work out his victory. For example, in Revelation 5:5-6, 

John initially hears of the conquering Messiah, but sees a slain lamb. This combination of 

radically different images forges “a new symbol of conquest by sacrificial death.”20 

Bauckham offers an interpretation of the millennium which holds a primarily symbolic 

meaning. Rather than a future golden reign on earth, the point of the millennium is to 

demonstrate “meaning” rather than “manner.”21 According to Bauckham, the millennium is a 

numeric symbol of time which will unquestionably “demonstrate the triumph of the martyrs” 

                                                             
16 Ibid., 196. 
17 Ibid., 197. Bloesch follows some premillenial leads towards an expectancy of the imminent return of Christ 
and a recognition of the last day as opposed to last days.  
18 Richard Bauckham, The Theology of the Book of Revelation (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 
158. 
19 Ibid., 35. 
20 Ibid., 74. 
21 Ibid., 108. 
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against the apparent victory of Satan.22 Bauckham, therefore, emphasizes a present hope 

which looks to the victory of God over against the apparent triumph of evil. This emphasis is 

not only a political protest of things as they are, it proclaims God’s victory as reality.  

 Whether it is the unblinking optimism of Charles Colson or the restrained eschatology 

of Donald Bloesch, churches in the Reformation tradition have emphasized language of 

spiritual kingdoms which remain at war. While this has led to an appreciation of excellence 

and truth, it has also resulted in a diminished level of eschatological hope in favour of a 

realist emphasis on the present spread of the kingdom. As Bloesch cautions, churches in the 

strong Reformation tradition “have never recovered the eschatological conscious 

characteristic of the New Testament church.”23 Richard Bauckham stands as an interesting 

answer to Bloesch’s concern, arguing for an eschatology which stands central in the Christian 

conception of both God and political structures. As Bauckham argues, the eschatology of the 

New Testament recognizes “the evil which obscures God’s glory” but hopes that “this world 

will be indwelt by the splendour of God.”24 This eschatological understanding departs from 

the ecclesiological model of warring kingdoms; it maintains an eschatology which calls the 

world “to a belief in the God with whom alone there is genuine hope for its future.”25   

 

FREE CHURCH TRADITIONS 

 Theologies linked with the free church tradition view the political relationship of the 

church and the world with caution.26 Corresponding to a congregational ecclesiology is a 

                                                             
22 Ibid., 107. 
23 Bauckham, The Theology of the Book of Revelation., 197. 
24 Ibid., 47. 
25 Richard Bauckham and Trevor Hart, Hope Against Hope: Christian Eschatology at the Turn of the Millenium 
(Grand Rapids: Baker, 1999), 210. 
26 By free church traditions, I mean traditions which tend towards democratic polity: varieties of Baptist and 
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pessimistic emphasis on cultural action, which finds its expression in premillenial 

eschatology. While free church traditions have become involved in political fervour in the 

United States, this is not the primary trajectory of the tradition.27 The prevalent emphases of 

the free church are seen in both technical and popular works.  

 In The Gagging of God, D. A. Carson offers a popular assessment of culture which 

differs remarkably from Colson’s. Rather than reclaiming ground for Christ, Carson’s book 

primarily warns of the rise of pluralism, “a new ideological totalitarianism that is frankly 

alarming in its claims and prescriptions.”28 As Carson sets out to confront this demon, he 

decries the triumph of pluralism in virtually every academic discipline, including a significant 

portion of evangelical biblical and theological scholarship.29 In his most explicitly 

eschatological chapter, Carson treats the decline of the doctrine of hell but spends little time 

on the social and political ramifications of the doctrine.30 While Carson attempts to provide 

ammunition to combat pluralism, his view of culture is so grim that it borders on apocalyptic. 

 A more formal representation of the free church tradition is Baptist theologian Millard 

Erickson. Erickson dedicates virtually none of his discussion in his systematic Christian 

Theology to wider implications of ecclesiology or eschatology. Centering his ecclesiology 

around the “gospel of regeneration,” Erickson cautions that the church “must preserve (this) 

gospel at all costs.”31 While he classifies the eschatology of Jurgen Moltmann as “a political 

theology to transform the world,” Erickson fails to provide an evaluation of the supposed 

                                                                                                                                                                                             
Pentecostals, various dispensationalists, some Presbyterians, and “nondenominational” churches.  
27 Richard Bauckham points out how Jurgen Moltmann notices this but cannot explain it, in “The Millenium,” 
in God Will Be All in All: The Eschatology of Jurgen Moltmann (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2001), 129. Perhaps the 
quasi-postmillennialism (e.g. the Religious Right) is explained by the caution towards “political” thought, and 
the propensity towards a voluntary ecclesiology, which is easily susceptible to populism.  
28 D.A. Carson, The Gagging of God: Christianity Confronts Pluralism (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1994), 9.  
29 Ibid., 52. The insinuation against evangelicals is in Part four, entitled “Pluralism within the Camp,” 441.  
30 Ibid., 515-536.  
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politicized eschatology.32 Erickson responds to accusations of socio-political irresponsibility 

by pointing to evangelicals who have “outstripped their counterparts in the ‘mainline’ 

churches in worldwide mission endeavor.”33 Erickson, not surprisingly, advocates a 

premillenialist position, a time which he describes as “a far cry from the present situation,” 

when Christ will bring “worldwide peace” and “universal harmony” before the universal 

resurrection.34 Erickson’s ecclesiology and eschatology, therefore, puts virtually all of its 

emphasis on a future salvation, leaving little need for political and cultural concern.   

 Stanley Grenz stands in contrast with the free church eschatology exemplified by 

Millard Erickson and D. A. Carson. Rather than centering his ecclesiology on personal 

soteriology, Grenz’s communitarian ecclesiology plays a remarkably central role in his 

theology. Corresponding to the community is the telos of community, an eschatological 

emphasis which Grenz has called “eschatological realism.”35 This eschatological vision is 

marked by a “pessimistic hope” which refuses to look at “what humans might potentially do 

but solely on what God will do.”36 This difference of this pessimism and that of Carson is 

stark, as Grenz also places great emphasis on the church’s goal.37 Grenz rejects the 

premillennialism which marks Erickson and others. In The Millennial Maze, Grenz concludes 

with a chastened amillennialism, which both allows for a future of Israel and attempts to 

avoid a spiritualizing of the kingdom of God.38 As Grenz and John Franke remark, “we have 

                                                                                                                                                                                             
31 Millard Erickson, Christian Theology, Second Edition (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1997), 1075. 
32 Ibid., 1168. Erickson describes Moltmann’s “politicized eschatology” for two pages, and refrains from using 
language that may imply criticism or approval.  
33 Ibid., 1069.  
34 Ibid., 1217. 
35 In Stanley J. Grenz and John Franke, Beyond Foundationalism: Shaping Theology in a Postmodern Context. 
(Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 2001), 272.  
36 Author’s emphasis. Ibid., 251.  
37 Also see Theology for the Community of God (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000), especially 481-485.  
38 Grenz, The Millennial Maze, 171-172. 
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a divinely given mandate to participate in God’s work of constructing a world that reflects 

God’s own eschatological will for creation.”39  Grenz’s eschatology is remarkably optimistic 

compared to Erickson and Carson, as he allows room for the church to visibly enact God’s 

eschatological will within a world for which God has a plan. 

 Both the apocalyptic tone of D. A. Carson and the Millard Erickson’s avoidance of 

political language demonstrate a suspicion towards the present implications in free church 

traditions. While the free church tradition has demonstrated a remarkable adaptability and 

push towards mission, its unwillingness to address the connection between eschatology and 

political structures has resulted in dangerous extremes. Free church theology has typically 

been connected with an event-driven eschatology which has devalued present existence, or 

one that places too much hope in charismatic individuals immersed in politics. Stanley Grenz 

stands as a unique figure within this pessimistic tradition. While Grenz has maintained a 

pessimistic view of human structures, he has stood in contrast to others in the free church by 

maintaining an eschatological framework which maintains hope as a present reality.    

 

 

THE RADICAL ANABAPTISTS 

 In recent years, a resurgence of dialogue with radical Anabaptist thought has taken 

place in both mainline and evangelical theology.40 This resurgence has not largely occurred 

in traditional Mennonite groups, but in mainline and evangelical groups. These new radical 

Anabaptists maintain an eschatological tension; both premillenial pessimism towards 

                                                             
39 Ibid., 272. 
40 By radical Anabaptists, I mean those traditions which emphasize a strong distinction between church and 
state, typically protesting the reigning paradigms. The rise of this tradition can be seen in the work of Duke 
University’s Stanley Hauerwas and the late John Howard Yoder. 
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government and postmillennial optimism towards the concrete individual church.41 While 

theologians in the radical Anabaptist tradition have not traditionally undertaken systematic 

theological discussion, their line of thought is worthy of consideration. 

 Evangelical writer Rodney Clapp exemplifies the radical Anabaptist sentiment in 

Border Crossings. Arguing for a stronger distinction between church and secular forces, 

Clapp goes as far as arguing that multinational corporations are eschatological competitors to 

Christianity. Thus Clapp suggests that Christians should be less reticent in employing 

eschatological language for the church possesses “a story and language every bit as 

comprehensive as that of the transnational corporation.”42 Clapp eschews those evangelical 

eschatologies which lapse into a “temperamental conservatism that skews its eschatology so 

that the affairs and state of this world are pretty much to be left just as they are or once 

were.”43 Instead, Clapp favours an “eschatological tension” in which past and future are 

relived within the church, and in which hope plays a central role in the work and mission of 

the church.44 Although Clapp’s work is by no means systematic, he exemplifies the emphases 

on a strong church which enacts the eschatological truths of God.  

 While the renewal of radical Anabaptist thought has not dominated evangelical 

thought, it offers a promising conversation partner for evangelical eschatology. A strong 

community formed around the eschatological thrust of the Bible provides an attractive 

alternative to an inauthentic consumerist culture. As Stanley Hauerwas remarks, these twin 

values of community and eschatology must be held together: “Without the kingdom ideal, the 

                                                             
41 Bloesch notes how some radical Anabaptists, such as Melchior Hoffman, were postmillennialists.  Essentials 
of Evangelical Theology, Volume II, 193. 
42 Rodney Clapp, Border Crossings: Christian Trespasses on Popular Culture and Public Affairs (Grand 
Rapids: Brazos), 163. 
43 Ibid., 199. 
44 Ibid., 202. 
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church loses its identity-forming hope; without the church, the kingdom ideal loses its 

concrete character.”45 Moreover, against accusations of unrealistic and separatist tactics, the 

radical Anabaptist tradition is able to critique attempts to enforce a vision of common good. 

As John Howard Yoder rightly remarks, it is easy to confuse “the promise of the eternal glory 

of the Lamb, with an immediately accessible triumph which can be manipulated.”46 This 

renewal of Anabaptist tradition may prove a profound influence on successive evangelical 

eschatologies. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 Carl F. H. Henry once observed the uneasy conscience of fundamentalist separatism. 

Despite his intentions for optimistic renewal, Henry failed to account for the diversity within 

the movement. It is indisputable that there is a growing evangelical consensus on numerous 

eschatological emphases, as testified by the work of Bauckham, Grenz and Clapp.47 But any 

praise must be cautioned by a recognition of the great difference which exists between 

evangelical traditions. Not only do evangelicals approach eschatology with differing degrees 

of optimism, there are completely different conceptions of hope within each tradition. 

Evangelicals cannot pursue a common enemy since they cannot agree on its identity.  

 The eschatologies of Bauckham, Grenz, and Clapp point to productive Christian 

eschatologies which foster discussion of political and cultural responsibility. Each maintains 

that the eschatological vision of Christianity is profoundly important here and now, is centred 

                                                             
45 Stanley Hauerwas, Against the Nations: War and Survival in a Liberal Society (Chicago: Winston Press, 
1985), 112. 
46 John Howard Yoder, The Politics of Jesus, Second Edition (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 199), 238. 
47 For a sense of the agreement in evangelical eschatology, see Bruce Ware’s “Eschatology” in New Dimensions 
in Evangelical Thought: Essays in Honor of Millard J. Erickson (Downers Grove: IVP, 1998), 355. Ware 
applauds the bridging of the gap between dispensationalists and covenant theologians, but notes a disconcerting 
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solely on the grace of God, and forms a central part of the identity of the church. While 

Christian eschatology has implications beyond the church community, it cannot lapse into an 

approval of nationalistic hope or an outright denial of renewal in this life. Rather, evangelical 

eschatology must balance suspicion towards agents of human hope with the hopeful message 

of the Lamb who was slain.  

 It is difficult to discern where ecclesiology ends and eschatology begins. 

Undoubtedly, the discussion of what it means to be a people of hope until Jesus returns. In 

the interim, most will agree with Robert Jenson, who points out that political hope cannot 

supersede the revolution enacted by Jesus Christ:  

 This word can be spoken again after every catastrophe, for it has its own content,  
 independent of other contents of hope and therefore able always to survive them. Yet  
 when it is spoken it is the possibility of all hopes.... it is a narrative and what is  
 narrated is the crucifixion of Jesus, the death of our hopes, now narrated as future.48  

                                                                                                                                                                                             
divergence concerning the fate of the unevangelized.  
48 Robert Jenson, “Eschatological Politics and Political Eschatology.” In Essays in Theology of Culture (Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1995), 22. 
 


